The gene expression is not only controlled by the DNA sequence itself, but epigenome, the chemically modified DNAs and chromatin proteins[@b1] that causes inherited alteration of gene expression without changing DNA sequences[@b2][@b3][@b4][@b5]. DNA methylation is one of the most commonly occurring epigenetic events in human genome[@b6][@b7]. It is a covalent addition of a methyl group to the cytosine ring by DNA methyltransferases[@b8]. Most DNA methylation occurs in CpG dinucleotides (5′-CG-3′)[@b9][@b10], and over half of all the human genes have a CG rich stretch around promoters and/or the first exon regions, called CpG islands[@b11][@b12]. They are free of methylation in normal somatic cells[@b1][@b2][@b11], but many CpG islands in cancer cells are aberrantly methylated[@b13][@b14] to cause gene silencing[@b13][@b15][@b16]. Since abnormal DNA methylation in promoter CpG islands is a hall marker of all types of cancers and is chemically stable, it has emerged as a potential biomarker for cancer risk assessment, early detection, prognosis and therapeutic responses prediction[@b13][@b17][@b18][@b19][@b20][@b21][@b22].

Many methods have been developed for DNA methylation detection, such as bisulfite sequencing[@b23][@b24], CpG island microarray[@b25], quantitative methylation--specific PCR (MSP)[@b26][@b27] and mass spectrometry[@b28]. High-throughput microarrays and next generation sequencing are capable of analyzing genome-wide patterns of DNA methylation, and led to the discovery of many novel methylated genes in various types of tumors[@b29]. Other less-expensive and highly-sensitive methods, such as quantitative methylation-specific PCR (MethyLight) and combined bisulfite restriction analysis (COBRA) are useful in target validation or in a clinical diagnostic setting for detection of specific gene methylation in cancer and other diseases[@b27][@b30]. A cornerstone step in these assays is bisulfite treatment of DNA[@b31] that introduces specific changes in the DNA strands. The changes depend on the methylation status of individual cytosine residues, yielding single nucleotide resolution information about the methylation status of a DNA segment. Recently, new techniques that integrate single-molecule and nanotechnology[@b32][@b33] have emerged for base-specific determination of methylation status. Many of these reported methods, however, are not highly quantitative[@b17][@b24][@b25][@b26][@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30][@b31][@b32][@b33][@b34]. The detection employ expensive instrument, and the procedure is laborious, involving complex chemical labeling and amplification. These limit their applications in the clinical setting.

The nanopore technology provides a powerful single-molecule platform for the electric detection of nucleic acids[@b35][@b36][@b37][@b38][@b39][@b40][@b41][@b42][@b43][@b44][@b45][@b46][@b47] at the single base level[@b43][@b48][@b49][@b50][@b51][@b52]. The nanopore has been developed for gene sequencing[@b50][@b51][@b53][@b54][@b55] and the detection of gene damage[@b56] and cancer-derived biomarkers[@b57]. Recently, both biological and synthetic nanopores have been proposed for DNA methylation detection[@b58][@b59][@b60][@b61][@b62]. In this report, we employed the protein nanopore to investigate a novel metal ion-bridged DNA interstrand lock, and explore its potential in locus-specific methylation detection. Metal ions are involved in almost all aspects of nucleic acid chemistry, playing a prominent role in maintaining nucleic acid structural integrity, determining RNA folding, working as catalytic co-factors of enzymes, and constructing biosensors and nanostructures (see reviews[@b63][@b64][@b65]). It has been known that divalent mercury ion (Hg^2+^) can specifically bind the thymine-thymine mismatched base pairs (T-T) for dsDNA stabilization[@b66][@b67][@b68][@b69][@b70][@b71][@b72]. This property has been applied in designing various DNA-based mercury sensors[@b66][@b67][@b68][@b69][@b70][@b71][@b72][@b73][@b74]. Recently, different groups have proposed the use of nanopore for mercury detection. The principle was identifying the translocation of a DNA hairpin that is stabilized by T-Hg-T bridged mismatches[@b73][@b74]. In this report, we initially proved that the nanopore can discriminate a single T-Hg-T bridged mismatch in a dsDNA (not the hairpin structure). More importantly, we uncovered that Hg^2+^ can not only bind the T-T mismatch, but also the uracil-thymine mismatch (U-T). The Hg^2+^ binding creates a reversible interstrand lock, called MercuLock, which enhances the hybridization strength by two orders of magnitude. Such MercuLock cannot be formed in a 5-methylcytosine-thymine mismatch (mC-T). Therefore we can use the nanopore to distinguish single bases between uracil and 5-methylcytosine in a sequence. As uracil is converted from unmethylated cytosine by bisulfite treatment, unmethylated cytosine and 5-methylcytosine in an original DNA can be discriminated.

Results
=======

Stabilization of a single T-Hg-T interstrand MercuLock
------------------------------------------------------

The 16-nt target DNA T~T~ and its probe P~T~ (1 μM/1 μM) was presented to the cis side of the nanopore ([Table S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for sequences). The T~T~**·**P~T~ hybrid formed a T-T mismatch at T10. P~T~ franked a poly (dC)~30~ tag at the 3′ end. As T~T~**·**P~T~ was driven into the pore from cis entrance[@b57], the tag threaded into the β-barrel, while the duplex domain was trapped in the nanocavity ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The trapping of T~T~**·**P~T~ generated a three-level conductance block ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The block duration was 670 ± 140 μs (+130 mV). As studied earlier[@b57], Level 1 of the block (*I~R~*/*I* = 10%) is for T~T~**·**P~T~ unzipping; Level 2 (*I~R~*/*I* = 55%, \~0.23 ms) is for T~T~ shortly residing in the nanocavity; and Level 3 (*I~R~*/*I* = 11%, \~0.12 ms) is for T~T~ translocating through the β-barrel. In addition to the T~T~**·**P~T~ blocks, Another type of short blocks with duration of 110 ± 20 μs should be attributed to the free T~T~ or P~T~ that translocate through the pore.

When HgCl~2~ (10 μM) was added to cis solution, a new type of long three-level blocks appeared ([Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). They show similar Level 2 and Level 3 to the T~T~**·**P~T~ signatures as in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. However, their Level 1 was prolonged over 50 folds, extending the entire block duration to 37 ± 6 ms. This type of blocks was not observed for other types of mismatches such as cytosine-thymine (C-T) at the same position in the DNA duplex, whether in the presence or in the absence of Hg^2+^ ions ([Fig. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, the block frequency continuously increased with increasing the Hg^2+^ concentration in a broad range from 1 nM to 10 μM ([Fig. S2a](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), while the block duration was independent to the Hg^2+^ concentration ([Fig. S2b](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These observations suggest the formation of the T~T~**·**P~T~**·**Hg complex. We expected that Hg^2+^ binds to the T-T mismatch of the T~T~**·**P~T~ duplex to form a T-Hg-T bridge-pair. This motif greatly stabilized the complex, resulting in a 50-fold prolonged unzipping time. Increasing the voltage across the pore can effectively shorten the unzipping time from 62 ± 7 ms at +100 mV to 28 ± 3 ms at +180 mV ([Fig. S2c](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, the mass spectrometry (MS) result shows a main component for Hg^2+^ binding to the dsDNA containing a T-T mismatch ([Fig. S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The removal of two H^+^ ions from the Hg^2+^/dsDNA complex is consistent with the T-Hg-T structure suggested in the previous report[@b75] ([Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). There were also minor peaks for Hg^2+^ binding with ssDNAs ([Fig. S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the nanopore experiment, however, T~T~ or P~T~ alone only generated translocation blocks. It is uncertain whether Hg^2+^ binds to T~T~ or P~T~ in the nanopore detection, which is in different condition from the MS measurement ([Fig. S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The equilibrium constant for the MercuLock can be evaluated by K~d~ = \[T~T~**·**P~T~\]\[Hg^2+^\]/\[T~T~**·**P~T~**·**Hg\], where \[T~T~**·**P~T~\], \[Hg^2+^\] and \[T~T~**·**P~T~**·**Hg\] were concentrations of the three compounds. By comparing the block duration histograms in the absence ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) and in the presence of Hg^2+^ ([Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), we can evaluate the change in \[T~T~**·**P~T~\], which was assumed to be \[T~T~**·**P~T~**·**Hg\]. Thus K~d~ was calculated to be 2.9 μM. Furthermore, the ratio of the T~T~**·**P~T~**·**Hg and T~T~**·**P~T~ block duration (*τ~+Hg~*/*τ~-Hg~*) allows evaluating the energy increase for unzipping the T~T~**·**P~T~**·**Hg complex upon Hg^2+^ binding, ΔG = *RT*ln(*τ~+Hg~*/*τ~-Hg~*) = 8.1 k**·**mol^−1^. Therefore, the T-Hg-T bridge-pair functions as an interstrand lock, or MercuLock, that greatly stabilize dsDNA hybridization. The resulting nanopore signature for MercuLock can discriminate single T-T mismatches in a dsDNA.

Discrimination of uracil and 5′-methylcytosine with MercuLock
-------------------------------------------------------------

By utilizing the nanopore capability in single base-pair discrimination, we further examined whether the MercuLock can be formed with other types of mismatches. We focused on the uracil-thymine mismatch because RNAs use uracil instead of thymine for complementary pairing. The target T~rU~ had one nucleotide difference from T~T~, with T10 substituted by a ribonucleoside uridine (rU) ([Table S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). T~rU~ can be hybridized with the same probe P~T~ to form a rU-T mismatch. In the absence of Hg^2+^, the T~rU~**·**P~T~ blocks were 820 ± 110 ms ([Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} left trace). The addition of Hg^2+^ to cis solution generated distinct long blocks of 41 ± 6 ms ([Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} right trace). This result is very similar to the T-T mismatch in the absence and in the presence of Hg^2+^ as in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, suggesting that Hg^2+^ can bind the rU-T mismatch to form a stable rU-Hg-T MercuLock. We further tested another target T~U~, which has a deoxyuridine (U, [Table S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) at the position T10. The T~U~**·**P~T~ hybrid forms a U-T mismatch. We found that Hg^2+^ can also form MercuLock with the U-T mismatch ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). In the absence of Hg^2+^, we observed short blocks (1.0 ± 0.3 ms) for T~U~**·**P~T~ (Fig.2b left trace), and in the presence of Hg^2+^ ions, we identified the characteristic long block (39 ± 5 ms) that acts as a signature for the T~U~**·**P~T~**·**Hg complex ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} right panel). Overall, Hg^2+^ can also form a MercuLock with the uracil-thymine mismatch, which enhances the stability of the dsDNA by 40--50 times.

It is common in methylation detection that the DNA will be pre-treated with bisulfite to convert cytosine into uracil. So we further examined whether the converted uracil can form MercuLock with thymine. The target T~C~, which has cytosine at the position 10, was treated by bisulfite; then the mixture of converted T~C~ and the probe P~T~ (not converted) was presented in cis solution. The current traces for converted T~C→U~**·**P~T~ ([Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) are similar to T~U~**·**P~T~ ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The signature blocks for the T~C→U~**·**P~T~ complex in the absence of Hg^2+^ was 1.3 ± 0.2 ms ([Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} left trace). The T~C→U~**·**P~T~ complex in the presence of Hg^2+^ generated a long signature block with duration of 31 ± 6 ms ([Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} right panel). By comparison, Hg^2+^ did not bind the C-T mismatch in a T~C~**·**P~T~ hybrid ([Fig. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These findings confirm that cytosine has been converted to uracil and the MercuLocks is formed between the cytosine-converted uracil and thymine. The dsDNA stability can be enhanced over 20 folds upon Hg^2+^ binding. We also detected another target T~mC~ that contained a 5′-methylcytosine in the same position. 5′methylcytosine cannot be converted by bisulfite treatment. In contrast to converted T~C~, the T~mC~**·**P~T~ complex did not produce the long signature block, but we only observed short blocks either in the absence (1.7 ± 0.9 ms, [Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"} left trace) or in the presence (1.8 ± 0.4 ms, [Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"} right trace) of Hg^2+^, confirming that 5′-methylcytosine cannot form MercuLock with thymine. Overall, single bases of uracil and 5′-methyl cytosine can be discriminated by identifying the MercuLock formation in the nanopore. Since uracil is converted from unmethylated cytosine, in principle unmethylated cytosine can be distinguishable from 5′-methylcytosine in the original DNA sequence.

Multi-CpG methylation detection in a gene fragment
--------------------------------------------------

The p16 tumor suppressor gene (cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A, CDKN2A) performs an important role in regulating the cell cycle, and is a commonly studied target gene for cancer detection[@b76][@b77][@b78][@b79]. The methylation status in the p16 gene has been known to be related to the risk of developing a variety of cancers such as lung cancer and breast cancer[@b76][@b77][@b78][@b79]. Our target is a 22-nt fragment from the antisense chain of the p16 gene within CpG island 176 (Chromosome 9: 21,994,825-21,994,846, [Fig. S4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This fragment includes 4 CpGs in positions 6, 8, 14 and 16 ([Table S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To target the bisulfite-converted sequence, we designed four probes, P~C6~, P~C8~, P~C14~ and P~C16~. Each probe employed a thymine to match one of CpG cytosines, and the four probes can detect all the four CpGs (6, 8, 14 and 16). There was a technical issue: the high GC content (70%) in this DNA fragment strengthens the target/probe hybridization, prolonging its dehybridization time for the DNA duplex containing an mC-T mismatch. This may affect the discrimination between the mC-T signatures and the U-Hg-T signatures. To solve this issue, we introduced three cytosines to each probe to form mismatches with the other three CpG cytosines of the target ([Table S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), whether or not the target is converted. This design can significantly shortened the complex block duration in the absence of Hg^2+^, thus greatly enhanced the capability to discriminate MercuLock signatures.

The target T~p16-1~ comprises a 5′-methylcytosine at C8, and cytosines at C6, C14 and C16. The bisulfite-treated target T~p16-1~ was mixed with the four probes respectively. Their hybrids were detected in the nanopore individually. In a control experiment, T~p16-1~ alone before and after conversion only generated spike-like rapid translocation blocks ([Fig. S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Fig. 3a--d](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the current traces for the four mixtures in the absence and in the presence of Hg^2+^. In the absence of Hg^2+^, we only observed short blocks for all four mixtures (2.2--2.6 ms, [Fig. 3a--d](#f3){ref-type="fig"} left traces). The addition of Hg^2+^ ions produced long blocks for the mixtures of converted T~p16-1~ and P~C6~ (11 ± 6 ms, [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} right trace), P~C14~ (36 ± 12 ms, [Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"} right trace) and P~C16~ (21 ± 8 ms, [Fig. 3d](#f3){ref-type="fig"} right trace). The only sample that did not generate the long signature block in Hg^2+^ was the mixture with P~C8~. The distinct long blocks for P~C6~, P~C14~ and P~C16~ are consistent with cytosines at C6, C14 and C16, which have been converted to uracil to form the U-Hg-T MercuLock with the specific probe. In contrast, no long block signature observed in P~C8~ is in agreement with 5′-methylcytosine at C8 in T~p16-1~, which cannot form the MercuLock.

Finally we expanded to the targets carrying different numbers and distribution of 5 mC. T~p16-2~ has two 5′-methylcytosines at C8 and C16, and T~p16-3~ has three at C8, C14 and C16 positions. Both targets have cytosines at other CpG sites. Each converted target was mixed with the four probes (the same probes used for T~p16-1~) respectively. Similar to T~p16-1~ ([Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), the hybrids of T~p16-2~ and T~p16-3~ with each of the four probes only produced short blocks (2.1--3.7 ms) in the absence of Hg^2+^. For T~p16-2~, the long block signatures can be observed with probes P~C6~ (32 ± 11 ms) and P~C14~ (40 ± 11 ms), and no such signature signals but only short blocks was observed with P~C8~ and P~C16~ in the presence of Hg^2+^ ([Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), verifying the formation of a U-Hg-T Merculock between converted T~p16-2~**·**P~C6~ and T~p16-2~**·**P~C14~, and no MercuLock is formed in mC-T mismatches in the T~p16-2~**·**P~C8~ and T~p16-2~**·**P~C16~ complexes. This result is consistent with the methylation distribution in T~p16-2~: cytosine at C6 and C14, and 5-methylcytosine at C8 and C14. Similarly, the mixture of converted T~p16-3~ with each of P~C8~, P~C14~ and P~C16~ cannot generate the long block signatures, and only short blocks (2.3--2.8 ms) was observed. The long block signatures were only observed with P~C6~ (42 ± 19 ms, [Fig. 4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), thus verifying the methylation distribution in T~p16-3~: cytosine at C6 and 5-methylcytosine at C8, C14 and C16.

Discussion
==========

By using the nanopore sensor, we have uncovered a novel metal ion-nucleic acid interaction at the single base-pair level. The core of the finding is an Hg^2+^-bridged interstand lock that strongly and selectively stabilizes the uracil-thymine mismatch. The resulting significant difference in dsDNA stability leads to accurate single-base discrimination between uracil and thymine, and eventually the discrimination between cytosine and methylated cytosine. Comparing with current methylation analysis methodologies, this approach is label-free and does not require DNA amplification and sequencing. The single-molecule recognition of MercuLock formation is rapid and specific, therefore may have potential in methylation biomarker detection for diagnostics[@b17][@b19]. This laboratory finding-based method also faces challenges. Currently, each CpG site needs a specific probe and each nanopore measurement reads one CpG site. This detection mode is suitable for single locus DNA methylation detection, but is limited for genome-wide DNA methylation profiling, unless a high throughput nanopore platform[@b36][@b80][@b81] is established. We are working on another nanopore strategy that can sequentially read several MercuLocks with one probe for multiple methylation analysis. The bisulfite pre-treatment may be incomplete although the conversion rate can reach at 99% with the current reagent[@b82][@b83]. In addition, the MercuLock formation is in equilibrium. There exists free U-T mismatch without Hg^2+^ labeling. These factors may not influence the recognition of MercuLock signatures in the nanopore, but may lower the accuracy for methylation quantification, i.e. determination of methylation percentage in the sample.

This work provides a powerful biophysical tool to explore metal ion-nucleic acids interactions in the living organisms and human. For example whether Hg^2+^ binding to T-T or U-T mismatched pair can compromise the DNA repair process in human, especially during tumorigenesis, needs further study. This work opens an avenue to the application of metal ion-nucleic acid interactions in rapid detection of single nucleotide alteration in gene sequence, such as pathological point mutations, single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) and DNA methylation in variety of disease states including cancer[@b17][@b19].

Methods
=======

DNAs samples
------------

Oligonucleotides, including all targets and probes, were synthesized and HPLC-purified by Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA). They were dissolved in dd water to 1 mM and stored at −20°C as stocks. The target and probe DNAs were mixed at desire concentrations. The mixture was heated to 90°C for 5 minutes, then gradually cooled down to room temperature and stored at 4°C until use.

Nanopore electrical recording
-----------------------------

The method for nanopore electrical recording has been described previously[@b84]. Briefly, we used 1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycerophosphatidylcholine (DPhPC, Avanti Polar Lipids) to form a lipid bilayer membrane over a \~150 μm orifice in the center of a 25-μm-thick Teflon film (Goodfellow) that partitioned between cis and trans recording solutions. The recording solutions on each side of the bilayer contained KCl at a desired concentration and were buffered with 10 mM Tris (pH 8.0). The α-hemolysin protein was added in the cis solution, from which the protein was inserted into the bilayer to form a nanopore. Target and probe DNAs and HgCl~2~ solutions were released to the cis solution. The voltage was given from trans solution and cis solution was grounded. In this configuration, a positive voltage can pull the negatively charged DNA through the pore from cis to trans. The ion current through the pore were recorded with an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Device Inc., Sunnyvale, CA), filtered with a built-in 4-pole low-pass Bessel Filter at 5 kHz, and acquired with Clampex 10 software (Molecular Device Inc.) through a Digidata 1440 A/D converter (Molecular Device Inc.) at a sampling rate of 20 kHz. The single-molecule events were analyzed using Clampfit 9.0 (Molecular Device Inc.), Excel (MicroSoft) and SigmaPlot (SPSS) software. In addition to the DNA duplex signature blocks (\~10--100 ms), we also observed spike-like single-stranded DNA translocation events (\~10--100 μs). These events were excluded from histogram construction and analysis. Data was presented as mean ± SD of at least three independent experiments. The nanopore measurements were conducted at 22 ± 2°C.

Bisulfite conversion
--------------------

The bisulfite conversion for target DNAs was performed using the EZDNA Methylation-Gold Kit™ (ZYMO Research Corp.). Briefly, 10 μl of the target oligonucleotide sample (1 mM) were mixed with 10 μl water and 130 μl conversion reagent in a PCR tube. The PCR tube with the sample was placed in a thermal cycler, then heated at 98°C for 10 minutes and 64°C for 2.5 h. 600 μl M-binding buffer was added to a Zymo-spin IC™ column, then the sample was loaded into the column. After the conversion reaction, the column was centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 30 s, followed by washing with 100 μl wash buffer. After centrifuging for 30 s, 200 μl desulphonation buffer was loaded in the column and incubated at room temperature for 15--20 min. After incubation, the column was spun at 10,000 × g for 30 s, followed by washing twice with 200 μl wash buffer and spinning for 30 s. Purified olignucleotides were eluted with 10 μl elution buffer.
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![Detection of a single T-Hg-T MercuLock in the nanopore.\
The mixture of target T~T~ and probe P~T~ were presented in cis solution. (a) and (b). Representative current traces, multi-level signature blocks, block duration histograms and corresponding diagram of molecular configurations, in the absence of Hg^2+^ (a) and in the presence of Hg^2+^ (b). The sequences of T~T~ and P~T~ are shown in [Table S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Traces were recorded at +130 mV (cis grounded) in 1 M KCl buffered with 10 mM Tris (pH 7.4). cis solution contained 1 μM T~T~ and 1 μM P~T~. In b, 10 μM HgCl~2~ was presented in cis solution. Red dots under the trace in panel b mark the long block signatures for the T~T~**·**P~T~ hybrid bound with a Hg^2+^ ion to the T-T mismatch. Values of block duration were given in [Table S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Red dot in the model in panel b represents the MercuLock formed in the DNA duplex.](srep02381-f1){#f1}

![Discrimination of uracil and unmethylated cytosine with MercuLock.\
(a) through (d) crrent trace showing signature blocks produced by various targe⃛probe hybrids T~rU~**·**P~T~ (a), T~U~**·**P~T~ (b), T~C→U~**·**P~T~ (c) and T~mC~**·**P~T~ (d) in the absence (left panel) and in the presence of Hg^2+^ (right panel). These hybrids contained a mismatch of uracil (uridine)-thymine (rU-T), uracil (deoxyuridine)-thymine mismatch (U-T), converted uracil-thymine (U-T), and 5-methyl cytosine-thymine (mC-T), respectively. T~C→U~ was converted from target T~C~by bisulfite. Red dots under the traces marked the signature blocks for Hg^2+^ binding to the corresponding mismatches. Red dots in models represented the MercuLock formed in the DNA duplex. The sequences of targets T~rU~, T~U~, T~C~, T~mC~ and probe P~T~ were shown in [Table S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Traces were recorded at +130 mV in 1 M KCl solution buffered with 10 mM Tris (pH 7.4). cis solution contained 1 μM target DNAs and 1 μM P~T~, and 10 μM HgCl~2~ (right traces). The traces for T~C~**·**P~T~ with and without Hg^2+^ were shown in [Fig. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Values of block duration were given in [Table S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](srep02381-f2){#f2}

![Site-specific detection of DNA methylation with a MercuLock.\
(a) through (d) were current traces for the bisufite-converted T~p16-1~ hybridized with probes P~C6~ (a), P~C8~ (b), P~C14~ (c) and P~C16~ (d) in the absence of Hg^2+^ (left panel) and in the presence of Hg^2+^ (right panel ). The four probes were designed for detecting CpG cytosines at the positions C6, C8, C14 and C16. C8 was 5-methyl cytosine (mC) and remained unchanged after bisulfite treatment. The other three positions were unmethylated cytosine (C), and thus converted to uracil (U) by bisulfite treatment. Red dots under the traces mark the signature long blocks for Hg^2+^ ion binding to the U-T mismatches. Red dots in the models (left) marked the MercuLock in the DNA duplex.](srep02381-f3){#f3}

![Detection of DNA containing different numbers and distribution of methylated cytosines.\
(a), (b) and (c) compared the duration of short and long signature blocks for targets T~p16-1~ (a), T~p16-2~ (b) and T~p16-3~ (c) detected by four probes P~C6~, P~C8~, P~C14~ and P~C16~. The duration of signature blocks allowed determining the methylation status for each of four CpG cytosines. The DNA sequences of the three p16 fragments were given in [Table S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Duration values were given in [Table S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All traces were recorded at +130 mV in 1 M KCl and 10 mM Tris (pH 7.4).](srep02381-f4){#f4}
